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Abstract: Featured by diverse formats, sources, platforms and mathematical bases, the land resources data belong to a typical heterogeneous data warehouse. It is very important to establish the organizational model for land and resources management and supervision of resources. After thoroughly analyzing the characteristics of land resources data, this paper puts forward the establishment of “One Map” organizational model for land resources data used in supervision and service in four principles, that is, “comprehensiveness, integrity, sharing, timeliness”. To analysis the characteristics of update and sharing relationship between the “One Map” database with Business Database, Monitoring Database and Index Database. Take Chengdu city as an example, we employ the ETL and data update management technology to construct the initial “One Map” database and realize its update management. In this way, the “One Map” comprehensive database is constructed with the full coverage of space, business and sector, which have covered more than two kinds and 51 items of land and resources data. In addition, they have covered 160 key elements, more than 90 million records and up to 3TB data. So as to provide the data support and information service for analysis and decision of land and resources management and supervision of resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since it was commenced in 1998, the informationization of land and resources has accomplished fruitful achievements by carrying out survey & evaluation, governance management and informationization of social service in an all-round way based on the construction of Golden Land Project, “Secondary Survey” and “One Map”, realized the network for administrative examination and approval and openness of government affairs, and preliminarily established the comprehensive supervision platform of land and resources and the basic framework of “One Map” database [1]. Land resources data are the spatial information basis for the informationization of land and resources and applied in all the links of land and resources business process [2]. Thus, building the database with unified standard and sufficient data is the key to informationization.

The business of land and resources involves monitoring arrangement, survey & evaluation, planning, utilization and protection, etc. to obtain all kinds of basic data and special data covering land resources, mineral resources, geological environment and comprehensive affairs management for the matters of “acquisition, supply, application, guarantee and investigation” [1]. All data are constantly increased and improved along with business handling and demand changes [2]. Hence, it appears very important to establish the stable, efficient and scientific organizational model for data and manage all kinds of basic data and special data in the overall manner [3-8]. As one of the first pilot cities for China’s “Golden Land Project”, Chengdu City had officially started the construction of “One Map” comprehensive supervision platform for land and resources in 2009. Based on the achievements and basic practice of constructing the “One Map” database, this paper proposes to organize the management of “One Map” database in four principles, that is, comprehensiveness, integrity, sharing and timeliness, so as to realize the full coverage of information service in terms of space, business, type and range.

2. DATA AND ORGANIZATION OF “ONE MAP”

2.1. Data of “One Map”

Building the “One Map” database has the ultimate goal to serve the management of land and resources and employ science and technology for supporting and innovating the management of land and resources. For this reason, the data of “One Map” must follow the management objectives of land and resources to form a comprehensive database with the full coverage of space, business and sector [4, 9, 10]. This database is classified into non-spatial and spatial data in terms of type; into non-business data and business data in terms of content; into survey data and examination & approval data in terms of source; and into basic data and special data in terms of use. The main contents of “One Map” database are shown in Table 1.
“One Map” database contains comprehensive data. It is constructed by gathering, sorting out, extracting, uploading and converting all kinds of land data in different categories, with different contents, from different sources and for different uses. For the sufficiency and diversity of all data, the database is a typical heterogeneous data source. Moreover, it is very difficult to sort out and classify the data, so it is necessary to consider them comprehensively in the orderly and hierarchical manner and make good use of the existing achievements of informationization. Hence, all kinds of data must be sorted out in four principles, namely, comprehensiveness, integrity, sharing and timeliness, while establishing the “One Map” database.

(1) Comprehensiveness means that this database should not only cover the basic management of land and resources, e.g. land survey, remote sensing image and basic geographical data, etc., but also involve such businesses as cultivated land protection, land utilization planning, rural property ownership reform, mineral resources planning revision and compilation, prevention and reduction of geological hazards, etc.

(2) Integrity means to supervise the whole life cycle of each parcel in the management of land and resources, including the whole process from formation and circulation of parcels to termination, and establish the connections of data in various land businesses to form a unified whole according to the requirements for “quantity, structure, layout and sequence”.

(3) Sharing refers to the joint utilization of achievements in the management of land and resources. Internally, the achievements of land acquisition can serve land supply and land utilization, while the achievements of land supply and land utilization can serve land acquisition as well. Externally, all kinds of data or information are converted by integration of resources and processing into standard or normative information service products and will be used according to needs and authority.

(4) Timeliness refers to the dynamic and timely update of “One Map” database according to the features of data and the demand of business management. The modes of data update are established for data of different types, sources and businesses to guarantee the timeliness of data and timely learn about the current state of land and resources utilization and its changes.

**2.2. Relations between “One Map” Database and Business Databases**

“One Map” database is constructed in four principles, so it is not a simple copy of business databases and there is not any relation of containing. Comprehensiveness reveals that “One Map” database covers all sectors and businesses [11-13]. Integrity means to supervise the life cycle of each parcel on the basis of comprehensiveness, identify the relations among sectors and businesses, and establish the connections between “One Map” database and business databases and among businesses, so as to build a large comprehensive data warehouse featured by “physical separation but logical integrity”. The relations between “One Map” database and business databases are shown in Fig. (1).

While building the organizational model for “One Map” database, it is necessary to protect the existing investments in informationization, prevent any repeated work and maximally utilize the existing achievements. Hence, all business management systems should be reserved together with the management and application of their supporting databases in various businesses. The ETL technology of data is employed to extract the spatial information of achievements in various businesses and capture the key and important data. The quality of data is inspected according to the regulations for building the “One Map” database before uploading the data into the database. In the operation and application of various business systems, “One Map” can also support these businesses. Taking land supply business as an example, it is necessary to calculate and analyze whether a parcel to be supplied satisfies the plan and whether the current ownership of the parcel matches with the actual information, etc. Thus, “One Map” database can be utilized to automatically extract the remote sensing images from the data of business
achievements including land acquisition and the basic information including current state of land utilization, land use planning, range of land available and acquired land, etc., so as to provide the supporting data for business handling.

2.3. Data Update and Sharing of “One Map”

“One Map” database is not isolated. Keeping the timeliness of data is the research focus at home and abroad and also the core of organizational model for “One Map” database [11, 14, 15]. Along with the handling of businesses related to land and resources, all data are constantly updated and increased, and all business data are closely related to the “One Map” database. Thus, it is urgently necessary to realize the dynamic update between business databases and “One Map” database and maintain its timeliness shown in Fig (2).

In their research, Yang et al. [16] claimed that data changes are captured mainly in 7 ways, that is, snapshot, trigger, log, API, shadow table, control table and timestamp. Based on the features of “One Map” database, one or several ways are developed or utilized to extract additional or changed data, and the quality of changed data is inspected according to the rules on data quality inspection. After inspection, the ETL technology is utilized automatically to upload, convert and store the qualified data into the “One Map” database, so as to realize the linked or real-time update of the “One Map” database. To guarantee the consistency and integrity of “One Map” database, data quality inspection is carried out again after the ETL processing.

As the core research results of informationization, data have not only the important properties of resources, but also very important economic and social benefits. By employing data encryption and processing technology, the “One Map” database can realize the sharing and use of its data according to needs and authority, so that the achievements can eventually provide data service and information product for society, individuals, enterprises and institutions.
3. DATA STORAGE AND DATABASE CONSTRUCTION

By analyzing the “One Map” database in four principles, this paper puts forward the organizational model for “One Map” land resources data, and it is also necessary to realize stable, efficient and scientific data storage and construct the database. Based on the features of “One Map” database and the needs of its platform construction, the Oracle database of version 10.2.0.4 is utilized. Spatial vector data are stored and managed in the Oracle Spatial mode while grid data are stored and managed in the Oracle GeoRaster mode [17]. Database server is IBM3850 and connected to the independent storage system through fiber exchange. Big data or highly increasing data employ the Oracle partition technology, and independent table space is utilized separately. For historic data with low frequency of change, the read-only table space is utilized to improve the efficiency of data utilization and search. View mechanism is used to logically separate data storage from data application, so as to further guarantee the safety and application efficiency of data.

All kinds of land resources data are scattered in multiple sectors, business systems and supporting databases and featured by different formats, coordinate systems and sources, etc. Taking Chengdu City as an example, the “One Map” database contains vector data, DOM data, DEM data, Meta data, 3D model data, text data, worksheet data and multimedia information, etc. Among them, vector data have such heterogeneous data sources as Oracle Spatial, VCT, MapInfo, Autocad, Microstation, GeoMedia Access and MapGIS, etc. Moreover, different data may have different mathematic bases, mainly including Beijing 54, Xi’an 80, Chengdu independent coordinate system and WGS84, etc. After they were completed based on the organizational model for “One Map” land resources data proposed in this paper and put into operation in 2011, the “One Map” database and its update management system have realized 51 items of land resources data in 13 categories [1], and formed 4 categories of basic data regarding basic geographical, remote sensing image, rural land survey and urban land survey and 9 categories of special data regarding land utilization planning, urban planning, farmland acquisition, land supply, land utilization, cultivated land protection, land law enforcement, geographical environment and mineral resources. In addition, they have covered more than 160 key elements, more than 90 million records, more than 3,300 properties and up to 3TB data, and are still expanding at the annual growth rate of 20% ~ 30%. In the implementation process of data update, any data that are not updated in the real-time manner should be updated in free time at night to avoid busy hours and improve the efficiency and reliability of update. Meanwhile, it is necessary to dynamically monitor the operation indexes and performance of database, in order to timely adjust for perfection. The scientific and reasonable index fields are determined to periodically optimize the index. As proved in practice, the “One Map” organizational model for land resources data used in supervision and service can satisfy the current demand for big data management of land and resources and provide the powerful data support and information service for the analysis and decision in the management of land and resources and the supervision of resources, etc. are shown in Table 2.

4. CONCLUSION

Land resources data form a typical heterogeneous data warehouse containing vectors, grids, multimedia and other information. All data are scattered in multiple sectors, business systems and supporting databases and featured by different formats, coordinate systems and sources. After analyzing the features of land resources data, this paper puts forward the “One Map” organizational model for land resources
data used in supervision and manage in four principles, that is, comprehensiveness, integrity, sharing and timeliness, and utilizes the ETL and data update management technologies to realize the initial construction and update management of "One Map" database. In this way, this paper constructs the "One Map" comprehensive database with the full coverage of space, business and sector, so as to provide the powerful data support and information service for the analysis and decision in the management of land and resources and the supervision of resources, etc. As proved in practice, this research puts forward the organizational model for the "One Map" data based on supervision and services, and satisfies the demand of the current administration for land and resources for constructing and managing the database, while preserving and improving the ability to apply the existing data and provide services. This will not only maximally protect the existing results of informationization, but also enhance the service level of data management and application of land and resources. Database has very high economic and social value and the core achievement of informationization. Thus, we should constantly explore and study the data mining and the optimization and improvement of dynamic data update mechanism and method, etc., and make full use of the achievements of "One Map" database to achieve the intelligent and delicate management of land and resources.
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